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TEMERLOH, Malaysia: Withering
drought and sizzling temperatures from
El Nino have caused food and water
shortages and ravaged farming across
Asia, and experts warn of a double-
whammy of possible flooding from its
sibling, La Nina. The current El Nino
which began last year has been one of
the strongest ever, leaving the Mekong
River at its lowest level in decades,
causing food-related unrest in the
Philippines, and smothering vast
regions in a months-long heat wave
often topping 40 degrees Celsius (104
Fahrenheit).

Economic losses in Southeast Asia
could top $10 billion, IHS Global Insight
told AFP. The regional fever is expected
to break by mid-year but fears are grow-
ing that an equally forceful La Nina will
follow. That could bring heavy rain to an
already flood-prone region, exacerbat-
ing agricultural damage and leaving
crops vulnerable to disease and pests.
“The situation could become even worse
if a La Nina event-which often follows an
El Nino-strikes towards the end of this
year,” Stephen O’Brien, UN under-secre-
tary-general for humanitarian affairs and
relief, said this week.

He said El Nino has already left 60
million people worldwide requiring
“urgent assistance,” particularly in Africa.
Wilhemina Pelegrina, a Greenpeace
campaigner on agriculture, said La Nina 

could be “devastating” for Asia,
bringing possible “flooding and land-
slides which can impact on food produc-
tion.” El Nino is triggered by periodic
oceanic warming in the eastern Pacific
Ocean which can trigger drought in
some regions, heavy rain in others.

Much of Asia has been punished by a
bone-dry heat wave marked by record-
high temperatures, threatening the
livelihoods of countless millions.

Millions left out to dry 
Vietnam, one of the world’s top rice

exporters, has been particularly hard-hit
by its worst drought in a century. In the
economically vital Mekong Delta bread
basket, the mighty river’s vastly reduced
flow has left up to 50 percent of arable
land affected by salt-water intrusion that
harms crops and can damage farmland,
said Le Anh Tuan, a professor of climate
change at Can Tho University.

More than 500,000 people are short
of drinking water, while hotels, schools

and hospitals are struggling to maintain
clean-water supplies. Neighbouring
Thailand and Cambodia also are suffer-
ing, with vast areas short of water and
Thai rice output curbed.

In Malaysia, the extreme weather has
shrunk reservoirs, dried up agricultural
lands, forced water rationing in some
areas, and caused repeated school clo-
sures as a health precaution.Fisherman
Abdul Rafar Matarrh said his daily catch
in central Malaysia’s Pahang River has
been decimated as the normally broad
river has shrunk to a third its size, leaving
dead fish to rot in the dry bed.

“Last year I could catch about 20
kilos (44 pounds) of fish a day. Now, to
get one kilo is very hard,” said Abdul
Rafar, 80, after netting just one small
fish in an entire morning under an
unforgiving sun.

In India, about 330 million people are
at risk from water shortages and crop
damage, the government said recently,
and blazing temperatures have been
blamed for scores of heat-stroke deaths
and dead livestock. Authorities in Palau
warned recently the tiny Pacific island
nation could completely dry up soon in a
“total water outage”. — AFP

El Nino drying up Asia as its 
stormy sister La Nina looms 
Economic losses in Southeast Asia could top $10bn 

Parts of India ban 
daytime cooking as 

hundreds die of heat
PATNA: With sizzling temperatures claiming more than 300 lives this
month in India, officials said yesterday they were banning daytime cook-
ing in some parts of the drought-stricken country in a bid to prevent
accidental fires that have killed nearly 80 more people. The eastern state
of Bihar this week took the unprecedented step of forbidding any cook-
ing between 9 am and 6 pm, after accidental fires exacerbated by dry,
hot and windy weather swept through shantytowns and thatched-roof
houses in villages and killed 79 people. They included 10 children and
five adults killed in a fire sparked during a Hindu prayer ceremony in
Bihar’s Aurangabad district last week.

People were instead told to cook to night. Hoping to prevent more
fires, officials have also barred burning spent crops or holding religious
fire rituals. Anyone defying the ban risks up to a year in jail.

“We call this the fire season in Bihar,” said Vyas, a state disaster man-
agement official who goes by one name. “Strong, westerly winds stoke
fires which spread easily and cause great damage.”

Much of India is reeling under a weekslong heat wave and severe
drought conditions that have decimated crops, killed livestock and left at
least 330 million Indians without enough water for their daily needs.

Rivers, lakes and dams have dried up in parts of the western states of
Maharashtra and Gujarat, and overall officials say that groundwater
reservoirs are at just 22 percent capacity. In some areas, the situation is
so bad the government has sent tankers of water for emergency relief.
Monsoon rains are still weeks away, expected to start only in June.

At least 300 people have died of heat-related illness this month,
including 110 in the state of Orissa, 137 in Telangana and another 45 in
Andhra Pradesh where temperatures since the start of April have been
hovering around 44 degrees Celsius (111 Fahrenheit).

That’s about 4-5 degrees Celsius (8-10 degrees Fahrenheit) hotter
than normal for April, according to state meteorological official YK
Reddy. He predicted the situation would only get worse in May, tradi-
tionally the hottest month in India. The southern state of Andhra
Pradesh is running ads on TV and in newspapers urging people to stay
indoors during the hottest hours. Construction and farm laborers are
advised to seek shade when the sun is directly overhead. — AP

SYDNEY: Large parts of Australia’s Great
Barrier Reef could be dead within 20 years
as climate change drives mass coral
bleaching, scientists warned yesterday.

The World Heritage-listed reef is cur-
rently suffering its worst bleaching in
recorded history with 93 percent of
corals affected due to warming sea tem-
peratures.

Experts from the government-backed
ARC Centre of Excellence for Climate
System Science said in a study that if
greenhouse gases keep rising, similar
events will be the new normal, occurring
every two years by the mid-2030s. Given
reefs need some 15 years to completely
recover from bleaching of this magnitude,
the centre said “we are likely to lose large
parts of the Great Barrier Reef in just a cou-

ple of decades”. Researchers found climate
change had added 1.0 degree Celsius (1.8
degrees Fahrenheit) of warming to the
ocean temperatures off the Queensland
coast in March, when corals were first not-
ed turning white. “These extreme temper-
atures will become commonplace by the
2030s, putting a great strain on the ecosys-
tems of the Great Barrier Reef,” said lead
author Andrew King.

“Our research showed this year’s
bleaching event is 175 times more likely
today than in a world where humans
weren’t emitting greenhouse gases. We
have loaded the odds against the sur-
vival of one of the world’s greatest natu-
ral wonders.”

Bleaching is a phenomenon that turns
corals white or fades their colours as they

expel tiny photosynthetic algae, threaten-
ing a valuable source of biodiversity,
tourism and fishing.

They can recover if the water tempera-
ture drops and the algae are able to
recolonise them.

The study is yet to be peer-reviewed,
but the centre took the unusual step of
releasing it early because the reef is in such
a dire predicament. “We are confident in
the results because these kind of attribu-
tion studies are well established but what
we found demands urgent action if we are
to preserve the reef,” said King.

“For this reason, we felt it was vital to
get our findings out as quickly as possible.”

Earlier this month, researchers at
Australia’s James Cook University said only
seven percent of the huge reef had

escaped the whitening, following exten-
sive aerial and underwater surveys.

The damage ranges from minor in the
southern areas-which are expected to
recover soon-to very severe in the north-
ern and most pristine reaches of the 2,300
kilometre (1,430 miles) site off Australia’s
east coast. Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, from the
Global Change Institute at the University of
Queensland, who published a controver-
sial study in 1999 forecasting such an
event, said his predictions were now look-
ing conservative.

“Reefs need time, around 15 years, to
completely recover from a coral bleaching
event of this magnitude,” Hoegh-Guldberg
said. “Recovery rates are being over-
whelmed by more frequent and severe
mass coral bleaching.” — AFP

Large parts of Barrier Reef dead in 20 years: Scientists

JAMMU: An Indian girl carries drinking water in a plastic con-
tainer on her head as she walks back to her village after col-
lecting it from an almost dried up well in Samba district,
some 40 kilometres (25 miles) from Jammu yesterday. — AP

KUALA LUMPUR: A Malaysian woman sitting on a boat moored on the banks of the Pahang river in Temerloh,
outside Kuala Lumpur.  In Malaysia, the extreme weather has shrunk reservoirs, dried up agricultural lands,
forced water rationing in some areas, and caused repeated school closures as a health precaution. — AFP


